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1. Introduction
The website https://www.webcat-solutions.com uses cookies.
This Cookie Policy applies to all users of the website https://www.webcat-solutions.com .
The information presented below is intended to inform the users of these websites about the placement,
utilisation and management of the cookies by Autonet Import SRL („Autonet”).
2. What are cookies?
We use the term „cookies” to refer to cookie modules and similar technologies that can be used to collect
information automatically.
An „Internet Cookie” (also known as „browser cookie” or „HTTP cookie” or „cookie”) is a small file consisting
of letters and numbers, which will be stored on the computer, the mobile device or other equipment, used by
the user to access the internet.
Cookies are installed following the request emitted by a web server to a browser (for example: Internet
Explorer, Edge, Firefox, Chrome). Once installed, cookies have a defined lifespan, after that they remain
“passive”, meaning that they don’t contain software programs, viruses or spyware, and they won’t access any
information on the hard drive of the user, on whose equipment they were installed.
A cookie is composed of two parts: the name of the cookie and the content or the value of the cookie. From a
technical point of view, only the web server that sent the cookie can access it again, as soon as the user
returns to the website associated with the respective web server.
3. Purposes of using cookies through this website:
Cookies are used in order to assure the functionality of a website, to optimize its content and to provide the
best possible browsing experience for the users of these websites, as well as services adapted to the needs
and interests of each user, namely for:
-

Improving of the utilisation of these websites, including the identification of any errors during browsing the
website by the users;

-

Providing anonymous statistics regarding the use of this website for Autonet Import as the owner of this
website;

-

Anticipating the potential goods that will be made available for the users through these websites, depending
on the accessed services / products.
The use of cookies allows the saving of certain settings/ preferences set by the users of these websites, such
as: the language in which the website is displayed.

4. What is the lifespan of a cookie?
The websites of Autonet Import use the following cookie categories. The type of the cookie determines the
lifespan of the cookie:
Session cookies – A “session cookie” is a temporary cookie that is automatically erased when the user closes
the site or the browser.

Persistent or permanent cookies – A “persistent” or “permanent” cookie is stored on the user’s device after
finishing the session or closing the browser, until it expires (the lifespan can vary between minutes, days or
years), or until the user deletes the cookie, at any moment, by changing the settings of the browser.

5. What are third party cookies?
Some parts of the website’s content may be provided by a third party, this means that they are not provided
by Autonet Import. In this case the cookies are placed by a third party, and they are called “third-party
cookies”.
The providers of the third-party cookies must also comply with the data protection rules and the Privacy Policy
of this website.

6. Cookies used by websites:
Generally, a website uses the following cookie types:
a. Strictly necessary cookies;
b. Statistic cookies;
c. Preference cookies;
d. Marketing cookies;
e. Unclassified cookies

a. Strictly necessary cookies
Strictly necessary cookies contribute to the website’s usability by enabling basic functions like page navigation
and access to secure areas of the website. The website cannot function properly without these cookies. You
can set your browser to block or warn you about these cookies, but in this case, some parts of the website
may not work.

b. Statistic cookies
Statistic cookies are used for statistical purposes. They help the website’s owner to understand how visitors
interact with the website, for example if a certain website user previously browsed the website (how many
times / how long etc.). They anonymously collect and report information. The collected information helps to
improve the site’s performance and functionality.

c. Preference cookies
Preference cookies enable a website to remember the preferences of the website’s user regarding the way the
website behaves or looks, like your preferred language or the region that you are in. In this way it isn’t
necessary to set your preferences again when you visit the website later.

d. Marketing cookies
Marketing cookies are used for personalising online advertising. The intention is to display ads that are
relevant and engaging for the individual user. These cookies are anonymous, they store information only
about the accessed content, but not about the user.

e. Unclassified cookies

Unclassified cookies are cookies that are in the process of classifying, together with the providers of individual
cookies.

7. What kind of information is stored and accessed through cookies?
Cookies store information about the website in a small text file on the device from which the website was
accessed.
From technical point of view, only the web server that sent the cookie can access it again, as soon as the user
returns to the website associated with that web server, until the cookie expires or is deleted.
Cookies themselves do not require personal data to be used and, in most cases, do not personally identify
Internet users. Cookies can collect information such as: IP address, geolocation data, device operating system
data, device resolution data, information about the website visit for example the number of visitors, the time
spent on that website, the way the site was accessed, etc.

8. Customising browser settings for cookies
If the use of cookies is not annoying and the computer or technical equipment used to browse these websites
is used only by you, you can set long expiration dates to store your browsing history.
If the device used to browse these websites is used by more than one person, you may consider setting it up
to delete individual browsing data each time the browser is closed.

9. How to block cookies?
The website’s user can change at any time the permission to use different types of cookies (accept or refuse),
at the bottom of the website, by accessing the option "Cookie settings".
Users can also delete cookies at any time from their browser settings, or configure their browser to reject
cookies or to accept cookies from a website.
All modern browsers offer the possibility to change cookie settings. As a rule, these settings can be accessed in
the "Settings" section or in the "Preferences" menu of your browser.
However, refusing or disabling cookies does not mean that you will no longer receive online advertisement only that it will not be adjusted to your preferences and interests according to your browsing behaviour.
The following links may be useful to understand these settings:
Cookie settings in Internet Explorer
Cookie settings in Firefox
Cookie settings in Chrome
Cookie settings in Safari

10. List of cookies used in this website:
This website uses the following cookies:
Cookie - name

Type

Sort

Purpose

Expiration

Provider

ASP.NET_SessionId

Necessary Http/Https

It is used to identify the visitor's
session through the accessed pages.

Session

AUTONET

sessionCookie

Necessary Http/Https

It allows you to browse multiple
pages of a site quickly and easily,

Session

AUTONET

without having to log in or reprocess
each new area you visit.

WCLanguage

WebCat Language Info - the language
Necessary Http/Https selected when you last logged in to
WebCat

WANUID

WebCat Login Info – information
about the last user login in WebCatNecessary Http/Https
WebCatEncrypt(UserName & "//#//"
& UserPassword)
Necessary Http/Https Cross site user security token.

{Encrypted user name}

Necessary Http/Https User security token.

WLI

OrdersShowAll

Necessary Http/Https

"SearchParameters" +
ComplaintTypeID

Necessary Http/Https

recCVEmail

Necessary Http/Https

"SearchParameters" +
ComplaintTypeID

Necessary Http/Https

SearchFactParameters

Necessary Http/Https

CatLastLogin

Necessary Http/Https

SwitchedToOldBasket

Necessary Http/Https

ShowChat

Necessary Http/Https

ChatNewMessage

Necessary Http/Https

Represents the shopping cart content
view parameter (used on the "Cart"
items page if the user has selected
the "Always show cart to all users"
option).
Used on the "Recycle Oil" page
(RecycleOil_Head.aspx) to store filter
parameters: DeLaData, LaData.
It is used on the RECYCLING page
(Recycling.aspx) when sending the
email notification.
It is used on the "After Sales Services"
pages (SpvMain.aspx - RETURN,
EXCHANGE, RECYCLING,
WARRANTIES), to store the applied
filter parameters: Processing Status,
Date, Date, Code, ComplaintId,
Reason.
It is used on the SpvSelFact.aspx page
to store the filter parameters:
DateDaLa, DateLa, NrFact, NrFolder.
Country code and login (logintype)
from the last WebCat login.
Used on the New Cart page to store
whether the user has chosen to view
the old cart by default.
Used by WebCat chat module indicates whether the chat window
should be viewed for the user.
Used by WebCat chat module indicates whether a new message has
been received for the user.

30 days

AUTONET

30 days

AUTONET

12 hours

AUTONET

12 hours

AUTONET

1 year

AUTONET

20 mins

AUTONET

30 days

AUTONET

1 day

AUTONET

1 hour

AUTONET

30 days

AUTONET

30 days

AUTONET

24 hours

AUTONET

24 hours

AUTONET

11. Rights provided by the General Data Protection Regulation:
The visitors of this website benefit from the following rights provided under the data protection legislation:
•
•
•
•

Right to be informed;
Right of access;
Right to rectification;
Right to erasure (“right to be forgotten”);

•
•
•
•
•

Right to restriction of processing;
Right to data portability;
Right to object;
Right not to be subject to automated individual decision-making;
Right to address the National Supervisory Authority For Personal Data Processing or the competent
courts of law, insofar they consider necessary.

For any questions regarding how cookies are used by these websites, or to exercise your rights, please contact the
Data Protection Officer at: privacy@autonet.ro .
You can find more details on how your data is processed in this site’s Privacy Policy.

